Case Study

TASC Delivers New
Customer Service Offering
in Record Time, Boosting Satisfaction
with the Help of Actuate BIRT

“We needed some unique functionality that you just couldn’t find in open source, or frankly in
any other competitive products that we had looked at.”
— Karl Richards, CIO of TASC

The TASC Challenge

The Actuate Solution

As a third-party benefit administrator, Total
Administrative Services Corporation (TASC)
provides a wide range of employee benefit
solutions to clients in all 50 states. Those
services include flexible spending accounts,
health savings accounts, tax-advantaged
medical insurance benefits and a variety of
options to assist Human Resources, including
corporate benefit administration and risk
compliance administration.

When Richards joined TASC, the company was
in the middle of launching their BI initiative
and already deep into product selection. The
CIO immediately championed BIRT, making it
clear early on that he thought BIRT would best
fit the company’s needs. Even though TASC is
well versed in open source – with a product
line that combines Java, Linux, Apache,
MySQL and PHP – Actuate commercial BIRT
was chosen over the open source option. “We
needed some unique functionality that you
just couldn’t find in open source, or frankly in
any other competitive products that we had
looked at,” Richards explains.

TASC services over 600,000 participants with
its MyTASC web portal. The company needed
a Business Intelligence (BI) solution that would
support such a large deployment outside the
firewall and that would be scalable as their
customer base grew and new features were
added. That tool had to seamlessly integrate into
the MyTASC platform and needed to draw from
a disparate group of complex data sources.
“What we were trying to do is develop a new
service offering. A new way to provide service
level metrics, dashboards, customer service to
our end users,” says Karl Richards, CIO of TASC.

Actuate BIRT was chosen for its scalability and
ability to integrate with MyTASC. It could draw
from TASC’s data sources and offered seamless
integration within the TASC products. Today,
multiple data sources all feed into TASC’s
MyService Center product, built using BIRT
and driven by the BIRT iServer. MyService
Center is a service application that provides
new functionality to the MyTASC web portal,
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including a series of dashboards, scorecards
and performance metrics. The application –
which allows customers to see what exactly
TASC is doing for them – has 1,200 unique
views a day, a number that continues to
grow as new functionality is added.
Actuate Professional Services consultants
helped TASC with the implementation.
While it would have taken four to five years
for TASC to develop such functionality on
its own, using BIRT and with the help of
Actuate experts, the company had a proof
of concept running in only three months.
By that time, they had already incorporated
two challenging data sources, developed
integration with the company’s MyTASC web
portal and integrated the web viewer into
their product. In another three months, the
application was rolled out completely. “When
our CEO talks about MyService Center he
likes to talk about accessibility, visibility, and
accountability,” says Richards. “And thanks to
Actuate, that’s really what we’re delivering
with this product.”

Benefits of Actuate
Integrates multiple data sources
TASC was challenged with finding a solution
that would pull from its large data volume
and disparate data sources, which include
both structured and unstructured data. Its
BI solution needed to access phone data –
which comes out of the company’s call center
– as well as data from its electronic workflow
system and survey data from spreadsheets
produced in the marketing department.
BIRT Data Objects was able to work with
TASC’s data sources to pull together and
cache the data objects in question, so that all
of the data sources would work seamlessly
together. “I like the fact that we’re able to build
MyService Center using raw data sources,
entering that data into BIRT,” says Richards.
“If there’s a new data source tomorrow I can
bring it into BIRT, and I don’t have to go back
and restructure my whole data warehouse. To
me, that’s the differentiator.”

Improves customer experience
TASC’s customers have been enthusiastic
about the company’s new MyService Center
offering, driven by BIRT. It offers capabilities
unique in the industry, providing a range
of service-level and feature dashboards, to
give customers a clear view into the level
of production TASC handles on their behalf.
BIRT – invisible to those customers – is
the backbone to the service center and is
integrated into TASC’s web portal, facilitating
reports and delivering dashboards.
MyService Center offers TASC customers
better accessibility, visibility and
accountability. Those customers are now
able to view call volumes related to their
business that come into the TASC call
centers, as well as call handling times,
claims throughput and the number of card
transactions TASC is handling on a daily
basis on their behalf. The impact on TASC’s
business has been rapid, with a whole new
level of visibility now available.

Quick time to market
When TASC started implementing its BI
project, one critical criterion was quick time to
market. The company started implementation
of BIRT in December and wanted to roll out a
proof of concept of its BIRT-based MyService
Center application before TASC’s March allemployees sales meeting.
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About TASC
Based in Madison, Wisconsin,
TASC’s services include
AgriPlanNOW, BizPlanNOW,
FlexSystem, COBRAToday,
DirectPay, ERISAEdge,
FMLAMatters, PayPath,
RetireeBilling, and RetirEez.
TASC provides over 60,000 sole
proprietors, family farmers and
business owners nationwide
with innovative, tax advantaged
employee benefit programs.
For more information visit:
http://www.tasconline.com.

TASC’s developers – new to the BIRT
application – mastered the tool quickly and,
with help from Actuate Professional Services,
TASC achieved that goal, announcing their
first production release within three months,
on time for the sales meeting. That despite a
unique set of challenges that included:
• Large data volume, disparate structured
and unstructured data sources;
• The need to integrate into TASC’s web
portal;
• The requirement for LDAP security
integration for single sign in.
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Says Richards, “No one wanted to hear
that we were going to spend a year or two
building out our enterprise data warehouse.
We really needed to deliver a solution
quickly. And using BIRT we were able to do
that probably faster than I’ve ever seen.”

The TASC Future
TASC hopes to continue building on its
product set into the future, using BIRT and
Actuate functionality.

Actuate – The BIRT
Company™
Actuate provides software to more
than three million BIRT developers
and OEMs who build scalable,
secure solutions that save time
and improve brand experience by
delivering personalized analytics
and insights to over 200 million
of their customers, partners and
employees. Actuate founded and
supports BIRT – the open source
IDE – and develops BIRT iHub™
– the world-class deployment
platform – to significantly improve
productivity of developers working
on customer facing applications.
Actuate’s BIRT Analytics™
delivers self-service predictive
analytics to enhance customer
engagement using Big Data. BIRT
Content Services empowers ECM
architects to easily transform,
process, personalize and archive
high volume content. Actuate is
headquartered in Silicon Valley
with more than 5,000 enterprise
customers in financial services,
technology and government.
Visit actuate.com and developer.
actuate.com.
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